**Steps for Installing Flex-C Trac with Hammer-Lock Feature**

**First:**

Bend the track to the desired position on a hard surface such as concrete. The pivotal sections of the track make it easy to create the perfect curve with no uneven or flat spots.

**Second:**

Strike the Hammer-Lock tabs with a hammer. The tabs will then be flush with the web of the track. Once secure the track is rigid and ready for installation. (For maximum lateral load capacity securing screws may be used in the flanges.)

**Finally:**

Fasten the track to the ceiling or floor. This secure curve provides for a strong, solid installation.

**Feature:**

Tabs which “Hammer-Lock” to secure curved track shape.

**Benefits:**

- Time required for securing shape is significantly reduced.
- Track shape can be secured without screws.
- Hammer locked tabs hold shape of the track securely in place.
- If desired screws can still be placed into the steel strap in the track flanges.
- Locked tabs do not interfere with stud placement.
- Minimum radius remains a very small 7′.